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Monte Carlo simulations of the cage-to-cage jumps of Xe atoms in a crystalline zeolite using
the experimentally observed molecular rate constants for cage-to-cage jumps were carried out
to determine if there is a systematic spatial correlation of the distributions of Xe atoms among
the cages at equilibrium. The neighbours of cages having an Xe occupancy that is less than the
average occupancy are found to have distributions that are skewed toward higher occupancy
compared with the overall distribution. On the other hand, the neighbours of cages having an
Xe occupancy that is greater than the average occupancy are found to have distributions that
are skewed toward lower occupancy than the overall distribution.

1. Introduction

Zeolite NaA has a well-known structure of cages of
uniform size and shape, called alpha cages, in which
xenon atoms (or other atoms and molecules) may be
adsorbed and trapped. Each alpha cage is joined to each
of six other alpha cages via a shared eight-oxygen-ring
(Al–O–Si–O)4 window in which an Naþ ion sits off-
centre, coordinated to three of the oxygen atoms. In Xe
NMR, the residence time of the Xe atoms in each cage
is sufficiently long that the NMR spectrum of the Xe
adsorbed in an NaA sample at equilibrium with the bulk
Xe gas shows individual distinct peaks corresponding
to the Xe chemical shifts of Xe,Xe2,Xe3, . . . , Xe8 [1, 2].
The relative intensities of these peaks provide the
fraction of cages containing 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8 Xe atoms.
The distribution of Xe in the cages of zeolite NaA can
be completely characterized in terms of the distribution
of Xe between the bulk phase and the adsorbed phase,
the distribution of Xe atoms among the cages, and the
one- and two-body distribution functions of Xe within
a cage. (a) We have measured the partitioning of Xe
atoms between the adsorbed phase and the bulk phase;
for a given temperature and bulk gas density, we have
determined the average occupancy hniXe atoms per cage
[1]. (b) From the relative intensities of the individual
peaks we have directly observed the equilibrium distri-
bution of Xe atoms among the cages [1]. Namely,
we found P(n), the fraction of cages in the zeolite that
are occupied by exactly n Xe atoms, the normalized
probability of finding a cage occupation number equal

to n. The peak corresponding to those Xe atoms that are
in the cages occupied by exactly n Xe atoms has a
signature chemical shift at a given temperature and this
shift systematically changes with increasing n [1]. (c) The
temperature dependence of the magnitude of the che-
mical shift relative to the free Xe atom is determined by
the distribution of the Xe atoms within the internal
volume of the cage [3, 4]. The quantitative characteriza-
tion of distributions as described in (a)–(c) has been
established for Xe in zeolites NaA [1], KA [5] and AgA
[6], and grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations have
interpreted the Xe distributions and the Xe chemical
shifts successfully in NaA, KA and AgA [3–5, 7].

Given that we have the observed equilibrium distri-
bution of Xe atoms among the cages of NaA, a point
of curiosity is the uniformity of the distribution. Is there a
spatial correlation of Xe distributions in cages of NaA?
An explicit statement of this question is as follows: given
an average occupancy hni, if we examine only those cages
that have nXe atoms, do we find their neighbours to have
a distribution that is different from the overall average
distribution P(n)? Let Qn(m) be the distribution of Xe
atoms in the cages that are adjoining to a cage containing
n Xe atoms. Do we find Qn(m) ¼P(m)? If not, is there a
systematic correlation of the distributions? That is, for
which n and m are we more likely to find the distribution
in the adjacent cages to be systematically greater than the
average distribution, and for which n and m are we more
likely to find the distribution in the adjacent cages to be
systematically less? Explicitly, in a sample of a given hni,
for which n andm isQn(m)>P(m), and for which n andm
is Qn(m)<P(m)?*Author for correspondence. e-mail: cjjames@uic.edu
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2. Method

From magnetization transfer experiments, otherwise
known as 1D-EXSY experiments, we have determined
the molecular rate constants for the specific jumps,
for example the rate constant, per Xe per second, for the
single Xe jump from a cage containing n Xe atoms to
the adjacent cage containing (m� 1) Xe atoms, resulting
in the first cage being left with (n� 1) Xe atoms and
the destination cage with m Xe atoms [8]. This set of
64 rate constants (only n ¼ 1 to 8, m ¼ 1 to 8, since an
occupancy number greater than eight has never been
observed) has been obtained by us at 300K using a 1D-
EXSY method [8]. In a separate 2D-EXSY study
conducted at the same time by the Pines group, the
rate constants were found by using the assumption that
all rate constants corresponding to the same n are equal
[9]. Our own studies show that this assumption is
incorrect; the rate constants have to depend on the
occupancy of the destination cage, otherwise the set of
rate constants would be inconsistent with the measured
equilibrium distribution of Xe atoms among the cages.
Our set of rate constants is consistent with the
equilibrium P(n) for each one of 12 samples covering
the entire range of values of average occupancy
nh i ¼ 0:1� 6:75 Xe atoms per cage [8]. For the Xe in
AgA zeolite (which has the same framework as NaA but
with a different counterion), an analysis of the 2D-
EXSY experiments without using the assumption that
all rate constants corresponding to the same n are equal
also leads to a set of rate constants that does change
with the occupancy of the destination cage, rate
constants being much smaller when the destination
cage has an occupancy of six or greater [6].
We use our experimentally determined rate constants

which have been found to reproduce the experimental
equilibrium distributions for a wide range of adsorbed
concentrations of Xe in NaA [8]. We carry out simula-
tions of Xe in 8000 alpha cages, in a simulation box of
20� 20� 20 cages, using periodic boundary conditions.
For a sample with an adsorbed Xe concentration equal
to hni, the simulation box is initialized with exactly n Xe
atoms in each cage. The rate constants provide the
probabilities for Xe jumps from one cage to an adjacent
cage through the shared window in a Monte Carlo
procedure. After a large number of cage-to-cage jumps
have achieved an equilibrium distribution in the 8000
cages, data acquisition is carried out. The occupancies of
all the cages are interrogated to find the overall
probability of finding a cage with m Xe atoms in the
crystal. These are the values P(m). At the same time, the
occupancies of the six cages that share a window with a
cage containing n Xe atoms are interrogated to collect
the information necessary to determine whether the
probability of finding m Xe atoms, Qn(m), is greater or

less than the overall probability of finding m Xe atoms
in the crystal, P(m). A total of 2.5 to 30 million jump
attempts constitutes the data-gathering phase of
the simulation.

To readily observe deviations from uncorrelated
distributions, we plot difference bar graphs of Qn(m)�
P(m) for m ¼ 0 to 8 for a given hni. If uncorrelated,
we expect to find no trends outside of statistical noise,
randomly þ /� in the difference bar graphs. On the
other hand, if there is correlation in the distributions,
we expect to see systematic changes.

3. Results

Examples of the equilibrium distributions obtained
by a Monte Carlo simulation of jumps from cage to cage
using the set of experimental rate constants we reported in
[8] in a simulation box of 20� 20� 20 cages are shown in
figure 1 for nh i ¼ 4:000. The results for 30 million jump
attempts are displayed in terms of the deviations from a
spatially uniformdistribution,Qn(m)�P(m), for n ¼ 0 to
n ¼ 8. It is clear that there are systematic deviations from
a spatially uniform distribution. The values are shown in
table 1 for this simulation.

Given that the overall average occupancy is hni Xe
atoms per cage, the overall probability of finding a
cage with m Xe atoms is P(m), and the probability of
finding a cage with m Xe atoms among the six neigh-
bours of those cages containing n Xe atoms is Qn(m),
the results can be summarized as follows.

(1) The neighbours of cages having n < nh i are
found to have distributions which are skewed
toward higher occupancy compared with the
overall distribution. That is, for n < nh i, it is
found that

Qn
ðmÞ > PðmÞ for m> hni

and

QnðmÞ < PðmÞ for m < nh i:

(2) On the other hand, the neighbours of cages
having n > nh i are found to have distributions
which are skewed toward lower occupancy
compared with the overall distribution. That is,
for n > nh i, it is found that

QnðmÞ > PðmÞ for m < nh i

and

QnðmÞ < PðmÞ for m > nh i:
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The results make physical sense. A cage achieves
an occupation number smaller than the average hni by
having donated one or more Xe atoms to its neighbours.
Thus, its neighbours will tend to have distributions

skewed toward higher occupancy compared with the
overall distribution. On the other hand, a cage achieves
an occupation number greater than the average hni by
having accepted one or more Xe atoms from its neigh-
bours. Thus, its neighbours will tend to have distribu-
tions skewed toward lower occupancies compared with
the overall distribution, even in the limit of an infinitely
long simulation. In other words, there is something of
a trace of the past events in the local distributions,
analogous to persistence of velocity despite randomizing
collisions in the gas phase.

Finally, we comment on the consistency between the
experimental rate constants from [8] that we used in
this work and the equilibrium distributions of atoms
among the cages. In figure 2 we use the dispersion of
the distribution, hn2i � nh i2, as a means of inspecting
various distributions for a wide range of average
occupancies hni in a single plot. A strictly statistical
distribution of atoms among the cages is obtained if
one assumes that there is a fixed number of sites within a
cage which can be occupied by Xe atoms under mutual
exclusion (that is, a site can be occupied by only one
Xe). Such a distribution, the hypergeometric distribu-
tion, is easily calculated in terms of only hni and the
number of sites within a cage. For eight sites within a
cage, the distribution is shown in figure 2 as a smooth
curve. Also shown are the experimental distributions
obtained for Xe in NaA [1], the experimental distribu-
tions obtained in a zeolite that has the same framework,
AgA [6], the distributions calculated (this work) from
the set of rate constants under the assumption that the
rate constants are independent of the occupancy of the
destination cage, and the distributions obtained from
grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations with assumed
potential functions [3, 7]. We see from figure 2 that (a)
the grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations provide
distributions that are consistent with the experimental
distributions, (b) the experimental Xe distributions in
NaA and in AgA both systematically deviate from the
hypergeometric distribution in a manner that is pre-
dicted by the grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations,
and (c) the set of experimental rate constants we
reported in [8] for cage-to-cage migration of Xe atoms
in zeolite NaA leads to distributions that are consistent
with the experimentally observed distributions. Finally,
we also show in figure 2 the distributions that would
result if we use the assumption that rate constants are
independent of the occupation number of the desti-
nation cage. To mimic this assumption, the set of
experimental rate constants were converted to identical
values for the same column. This assumption, used in [9]
but not in [8] or [6], leads to distributions at the higher
occupancies ( nh i > 5) that are similar to those obtained
from the hypergeometric distribution, inconsistent with
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Figure 1. Equilibrium distributions obtained by a Monte
Carlo simulation of jumps from cage to cage using the
set of rate constants reported in [8] in a simulation box
of 20� 20� 20 cages. Data were acquired in 30 million
jump attempts for nh i ¼ 4:000. The bar graphs correspond
to the deviations from a spatially uniform distribution,
Qn(m)�P(m), for n ¼ 0 to n ¼ 8.
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the experimental distributions in both NaA and AgA,
and inconsistent with the grand canonical simulations.

4. Conclusions

A systematic spatial correlation of the distributions
of Xe atoms among the cages of zeolite NaA at equilib-
rium is consistent with the set of rate constants that had
been derived from magnetization decay/recovery curves
in a large number of 1D-EXSY experiments in many
samples of various nh i. The neighbours of cages having
an Xe occupancy that is less than the average occupancy
are found to have distributions that are skewed toward
higher occupancy compared with the overall distribu-
tion. A cage which has less than the average occupancy
achieved that lower than average occupancy number
by means of a jump that leaves the cage depleted and in
the same event increases the occupancy number of an
adjacent cage. On the other hand, the neighbours of
cages having an Xe occupancy which is greater than the
average occupancy are found to have distributions that
are skewed toward lower occupancy than the overall
distribution. A cage with greater than the average occu-
pancy had achieved the increased occupancy number
by one Xe jumping in from an adjacent cage which
itself is left depleted. The overall distributions are the
equilibrium distributions; nevertheless, systematic dif-
ferences are found in the local distributions. How large
the deviations are from a completely random spatial
distribution is determined by the set of rate constants
that give rise to the equilibrium overall distribution.

This research was funded by the National Science
Foundation (grant CHE-9979259).
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